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ABSTRACT
The combinatorial degree (or dimension) of a language L over a finite alphabet 2 is
the positive integer d(L) = min{card(A) l A C 2*, L C A*}. A subset A of 2*
for which L C A* and card(A) = d(L) will be called a combinatorial alphabet of the
language L. The set of all the combinatorial alphabets of L will be denoted by CA(L).
In this paper we shall establish the main properties and the structure of CA(L) and
also we shall prove that for every language L there exists a finite part Lf … which
will be called, by analogy with the famous notion of a test-set, a finite combinatorial
test-set …- such that CA(L):ΌΑ(Ι|ς). We shall prove also that each language has a
finite subset which is simultaneously a test-set and a combinatorial test-set, we shall
highlight some relations between test-sets and combinatorial test—sets and we shall give
some interesting examples.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Notations and Definitions
Throughout the paper 2will denote a finite nonempty set called alphabet, and 2+ and
2* will be the free semigroup and the free monoid generated by 2. The elements of 2*
will be called words and any set of words will be called a language. The empty word
will be denoted by λ. For L,L1,L2 C 2*, let be L1L2 = {11315132 | 111 € L1, 232 € L2},
L0 = {A}, and for any positive integer n, L”:ΕΙΡ-1, ΕΞ":υΖ=Ο Lk, ΕΞ" ==
υζπ Lk, and L*:υπ>Ο L”. The combinatorial degree or dimension of a language L
is the positive integer d(L) = min{card(A) |Α C 2*, L C A*}. It follows immediately
from the definition that d(L) g card(2) and if L1 C L2 then d(L1) Ξ d(L2). A
C C 2* is called a code if any to € C* has a unique factorization over C. If C is a
code and & € C*, the set of the words from C that appear in the unique factorization
of oz over C will be denoted by alphc(oz). For B C C*, the set UaEB alpha(a) will be
denoted by &1ρ1…(Β) In the particular case C:Σ we shall write simply κάψω) and
alph(B) instead of 61ρπΣ(α) and alphg(B). An A C 2* for which ό(Α):card(A)
is called an elementary set. We shall denote the set of all the subsets of 2* which


